In this paper we consider the adjustable robust approach to multistage optimization, for which we derive dynamic programming equations. We also discuss this from the point of view of risk averse stochastic programming. We consider as an example a robust formulation of the classical inventory model and show that, like for the risk neutral case, a basestock policy is optimal.
Introduction
In the last ten years, robust optimization has become a viable tool in dealing with optimization under uncertainty. For an excellent overview of the state of the art in that area of research we refer the reader to the recent book by Ben-Tal et al. [5] . In a dynamical setting, an adjustable approach to robust optimization, as an alternative to multistage stochastic programming, was introduced in [3] and is discussed in detail in [5, Chapter 14] . Although in various forms robust formulations of multistage problems were considered in several publications (e.g., [3, 6, 9, 16] ), it seems that a connection between dynamic programming equations and optimization over feasible policies was not clearly stated. Closest to our derivations may be an approach presented in [10] .
We also discuss the adjustable robust approach to multistage optimization in a framework of risk averse stochastic programming. To this end we use the methodology of coherent risk measures and conditional risk mappings. The term ''risk measure'' could be somewhat misleading. Some authors use the term ''acceptability functionals'' (e.g., [11] ). Anyway the terminology of ''risk measures'' became standard, so we will follow it here. Axioms of coherent risk measures were introduced in [2] and their theory is thoroughly developed in [7] ; conditional risk mappings were discussed in [13, 8, 16] . In particular, we show how dynamic programming equations can be naturally written for adjustable multistage robust optimization. We discuss as an example robust formulation of the classical inventory model and show that, like in the risk neutral case (see, e.g., [19] ), a basestock policy is optimal.
E-mail address: ashapiro@isye.gatech.edu. This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give a general definition of a class of robust multistage problems and show how dynamic programming equations can be written for such problems. It seems that in all generality, when the uncertainty set is not necessarily the direct (Cartesian) product of stagewise uncertainty sets, these dynamic programming equations have not been explicitly written out before. In Section 3 we show that similar results can be derived in a general framework of dynamic risk measures. The main point of that section is Eq. (3.7) (see also (3.8) ) which states that the composition of sup-risk measures is again the corresponding sup-risk measure. Although the material of Section 2 can be considered from the point of view of Section 3, there are two reasons for writing it out explicitly. First, Section 2 is self-contained with a rather elementary presentation, while derivations of Section 3 are indirect and based on sophisticated concepts from probability theory and functional analysis. Second, and maybe more importantly, by the nature of the material the essential sup-measures considered in Section 3 are defined up to sets of measure zero which is unnatural from the robustness point of view. Finally, in Section 4 we discuss an example of a dynamic inventory model.
Multistage robust optimization
Consider the following robust formulation of the multistage problem: [2] ), . . . , x T (ξ [T ] ), which is feasible if
For t ≥ 2 the decisions x t = x t (ξ [t] ) are functions of the data process, up to time t, i.e., are of a wait-and-see type called adjustable in robust optimization (cf. [5] ). For t = 1 the notation x 1 (ξ [1] ) stands for deterministic vector x 1 ∈ R n 1 .
Let us consider the following construction. Denote by Z t , t = 2, . . . , T , the linear space of bounded real valued functions Z : 
In particular, ρ t|1 : Z t → R and (2.6) where (2.7) with Q T +1 (·, ·) ≡ 0 by definition. At the first stage we need to solve the problem Min
We are going to establish a connection between these dynamic equations and the multistage robust problem (2.1). The mapping ρ t+1|t in the right hand side of (2.7) is applied to the function Q t+1 (x t , ·) for given (fixed) x t . That is, the cost-to-go functions, defined in (2.7), can be written as
Of course, in order for the function Q t+1 (x t , ξ [t] ) to be real valued we need to impose some boundedness conditions ensuring that the maximum in the right hand side of (2.9) is finite.
It immediately follows from the definition (2.3) that for 1 ≤ r < s < t ≤ T , the composite mapping ρ s|r • ρ t|s : Z t → Z r coincides with the mapping ρ t|r :
We also will need the following interchangeability property. Let A and B be two (abstract) nonempty sets, A x → B(x) ⊂ B be a point-to-set mapping and h : A × B → R be a real valued function. h(x, y), ∀x ∈ A.
(2.13)
for any x ∈ A, and hence
h(x, y).
It follows that the optimal value of problem (2.11) is less than or equal to the optimal value of problem (2.12).
Conversely, for a chosen ε > 0 letȳ(·) ∈ Y be such that
(2.14)
Such a mapping exists since it is assumed that inf y∈B(x) h(x, y) is finite (in particular the set B(x) is nonempty) for every x ∈ A. It follows that
and hence
Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, it follows that the optimal value of problem (2.12) is less than or equal to the optimal value of problem (2.11).
Moreover,ȳ(·) is an optimal solution of (2.12) iff ε = 0 in (2.15). In turn this holds if ε = 0 in (2.11), i.e., if (2.13) holds.
Suppose for the moment that B(x) = B for all x ∈ A and that problem (2.12) attains its maximal value at a constant mapping
Moreover, ifx ∈ A is an optimal solution of problem (2.11), then (x,ȳ) is a saddle point of problem (2.11). Conversely, if (x,ȳ) is a saddle point of problem (2.11), thenx is an optimal solution of problem (2.11) and y(·) ≡ȳ is an optimal solution of problem (2.12). The interchangeability property discussed in the above proposition is not new of course. In different contexts variants of this property were used by many authors; its origins can be traced to von Neumann's minimax theory.
Consider now the multistage problem (2.1). Recall that the minimization is performed over policies satisfying feasibility con-
us consider minimization with respect to x T (·).
Assuming that the cost-to-go functions are finite valued, by Proposition 2.1 we can interchange the corresponding minimization and maximization in (2.1). This results in the problem
Performing maximization in (2.18) with respect to ξ T we can write (2.18) as
Note that the objective function in (2.19) does not depend on ξ T and the maximization can be performed over
Next we can proceed to minimization in (2.19) with respect to
Again using the interchangeability property we obtain
Furthermore, by taking the maximum in the above problem with respect to ξ T −1 we obtain 
andx 1 is an optimal solution of the first-stage problem (2.8).
Suppose for the moment that the uncertainty set is the direct product of nonempty sets Consequently, in that case dynamic equations (2.6)-(2.7) become
with cost-to-go functions
independent of the data process.
Sup-risk measures
In a sense, derivations of Section 2 can be considered in the framework of dynamical risk measures. In this section we briefly outline the connection. Consider space Z = L ∞ (Ω, F , P) of essentially bounded measurable functions Z : Ω → R and define
(3.1)
Recall that ess sup
We assume that Ω is a closed subset of R d equipped with its Borel sigma algebra F , P is a probability measure on (Ω, F ), and that the support of P coincides with Ω, i.e., for any closed set A ⊂ Ω, A = Ω, we have that P(A) < 1. Unless stated otherwise all probabilistic statements will be made with respect to the reference probability measure P. 
where A ⊂ L 1 (Ω, F , P) is the set of density functions, i.e., ζ ∈ L 1 (Ω, F , P) belongs to A iff ζ (ω) ≥ 0 for a.e. ω ∈ Ω and Ω ζ (ω)dP(ω) = 1. We also can write the dual representation (3.3) in the form
where Q denotes the set of probability measures on (Ω, F )
absolutely continuous with respect to P. Recall that by the Radon-Nikodym theorem, Q = {Q : dQ = ζ dP, ζ ∈ A}.
In [11, p. 54 ] the sup-risk measure was introduced as a limit of the average value-at-risk (also called the conditional value-atrisk [14] ) In order to extend this to a dynamic (multistage) setting we need to extend the concept of sup-risk measure to a conditional risk mapping. Let G be a sigma subalgebra of F and Z := L ∞ (Ω, G, P). A conditional risk mapping is a mapping ρ : Z → Z satisfying conditions of convexity, monotonicity and positive homogeneity, and such that ρ(Z + Y ) = ρ(Z) + Y for any Z ∈ Z and Y ∈ Z (cf. [13, 16] 
can be written as
The ''ess sup'' in (3.5) is understood with respect to the conditional
Here the composite mapping ρ
can be written as 6) and hence the following analogue of formula (2.10) obviously holds:
In particular, the composite mapping ρ max
= ess sup {h(y) : y ∈ S t } . (3.8) That is, this composite mapping is the sup-risk measure on the space Z t .
It is possible now to use the general machinery of conditional risk mappings to write dynamic programming equations for the multistage problem considered (cf. [16, 17] , [18, Chapter 6] ). The key observation here is that the composite mapping in the left hand side of (3.8) coincides with the corresponding sup-risk measure. Because of that the dynamic programming equations associated with the conditional sup-risk mappings are the same as the ones derived in Section 2 up to a change of the ''ess sup'' operators to ''sup'' operators.
The inventory model
Consider the following robust formulation of the inventory model (cf. [4, p. 254 
We assume that b t > c t > 0 and h t ≥ 0, t = 1, . . . , T , and that the uncertainty set D is nonempty and bounded. Recall that the minimization in (4.1) is performed over feasible policies of the
In accordance with derivations of Section 2, the dynamic programming equations for this problem can be written as follows.
At the last stage t = T , for given (observed) inventory level y T and given (observed) demand values (d 1 , . . . , d T −1 ), we need to solve the problem
The optimal value of problem (4.2) depends on y T and d [T −1] and is denoted as Q T (y T , d [T −1] ). Continuing in this way, for t = T − 1, . . . , 2, the corresponding cost-to-go functions Q t (y t , d [t−1] ) are given as optimal values of the respective problems:
Finally, at the first stage we need to solve the problem Min
It is straightforward to verify by induction in t = T , . . . , that the cost-to-go functions Q t (y t , d [t−1] ) are convex in y t .
Suppose now that the uncertainty set D is given by the direct
to be intervals. Then the cost-to-go function at the last stage is Note that here the cost-to-go function Q t (y t ), t = 2, . . . , T , is independent of d [t−1] , and is convex and continuous. Thus it follows by convexity arguments that a basestock policyx t =x t (d [t−1] ) is optimal (cf. [1] As another example, let the uncertainty set D be given as
for some a ∈ R T and b ∈ R. Suppose that the set D is nonempty.
Then the dynamic equations (4.3) take the form Note that the cost-to-go functions Q t (y t , W t−1 ) are defined only for those W t−1 for which the constraints in the maximization problem in the right hand side of (4.9) are feasible.
